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Triggs: The Autobiography of Roy Keane's dog Jun 22 2019 Roy Keane was the most controversial footballer of his generation. And the most influential. He
captained Manchester United during an era in which they dominated English football. He made friends. He made enemies. He walked out of a World Cup and
divided a nation. And his beloved Labrador Retriever Triggs was at his side through it all. Their walks became the stuff of 24-hour, rolling news legend. Now,
in the most eagerly awaited football memoir of the decade, Triggs finally reveals the part she played in the extraordinary drama of her master's life.
Big Fry Dec 29 2019 Barry Fry is one of the most colourful characters in English football. His journeyman career has taken him to Old Trafford, where as a
player he was one of the original Busby Babes, through to football management at Barnet, Southend and Birmingham, among other clubs. Wherever he goes,
"Bazza" has a knack of making the headlines. Whether it's tax evasion, fraud, transfer bribes or chicanery in the dressing room, Barry Fry has experienced it all
as a player, manager and now club owner. He is ready to tell everything in his autobiography.
Jaap Stam Dec 21 2021 Now recognised as one of the best central defenders in the world, Jaap Stam was a huge influence in Manchester United's 1998/99
Treble winning season and continues to earn the plaudits for his performances at both club level and for Holland. In this, his first book, Stam reveals what it is
like to play for the biggest and most famous football club in the world, sharing the limelight with the likes of Ryan Giggs, David Beckham and Roy Keane.
Nobby Stiles After the Ball May 02 2020 'After the Ball' is Nobby Stiles' account of a lifetime spent living and breathing football. Signed to Manchester
United at the age of fifteen, he progressed to the England team, and had a starring role in the 1966 World Cup. He is one of only two Englishmen (Bobby
Charlton is the other) to win both the World Cup and the European Cup. After playing at the highest level, Nobby Stiles became a manager, then a youth coach
at Old Trafford, where he dealt with the new United of Beckham, Scholes, Giggs and the Neville brothers. His appraisals of these players from this exciting
period are revealed, as well as studies of unforgettable teammates such as George Best and Bobby Charlton. This frank and entertaining autobiography
celebrates the remarkable life of one of England's most charismatic of players.
Red Sep 29 2022 For twenty glorious years, Gary Neville has worn his heart on his sleeve. This is his story No player has been more synonymous with the
glory years of Manchester United Football Club over the past two decades than right?back Gary Neville. An Old Trafford regular since he attended his first
match at the age of six, captain of the brilliant 1992 FA Youth Cup?winning team, outspoken representative of MUFC, Neville is the ultimate one?club man.
He has been at the heart of it all and, at the end of an amazing career, is now ready to tell all. Neville reveals the behind?the?scenes secrets of his early days
with the likes of Giggs, Scholes, and his best mate, David Beckham.
Gerrard Nov 07 2020 Steven Gerrard is a hero to millions, not only as the inspirational captain of Liverpool FC, but as a key member of the England team.
Here, for the first time, he tells the story of his lifelong obsession with football, in an honest and revealing book which captures the extraordinary camaraderie,
the soul-destroying tensions and the high-octane thrills of the modern game as never before. Born in the Liverpool suburb of Huyton in 1980, Steven first
joined Liverpool as a YTS trainee and played his first game for the first team aged just 18. His career has gone from strength to strength ever since and he is
now the team's captain and its lynchpin. Liverpool's incredible comeback in the Champions' League final in Istanbul in May 2005, recovering from a 3-goal
deficit against AC Milan to win on penalties, is testament to the amazing power Gerrard has over his team. His presence on the pitch is a force to be reckoned
with and places him amongst the very first rank of players in the world. A relatively private figure, Steven has rarely spoken out in public. Now, his legions of
fans will be allowed an intimate glimpse of what makes their hero tick. He speaks for the first time about the torturous will-he-won't-he Chelsea rumours and
his undying passion for Liverpool. We experience first-hand the highs of winning in Istanbul and elsewhere, as well as the occasional lows of being parted
from his much-loved family and friends. And of course, the book contains a full blow-by-blow account of England's world cup campaign in Germany 2006.
Steven Gerrard's book is the definitive football autobiography. Like its subject, it's honest, passionate and exhilarating. If Steven Gerrard isn't your hero yet, by
the time you've read this he will be...
Ben Thornley Apr 12 2021 Who was the standout player when the Class of '92 won the FA Youth Cup? David Beckham? Paul Scholes? Ryan Giggs? Think
again. Ben Thornley's Tackled: The Class of '92 Star Who Never Got to Graduate is the compelling autobiography of a teenager who had the world at his feet,
only for one tackle to shatter his knee - and his dreams of playing for Manchester United. A supremely gifted winger with pace to burn, he played in every
round of that Youth Cup run and finished as top scorer. It wasn't long before Alex Ferguson, keen to unleash this prodigious talent, gave him his first-team
debut - but just six weeks later came the moment that would change the path of Ben's career, and life, forever. This tale is not only told from Ben's perspective
but also with exclusive insights from those who witnessed him in action first hand. They include family and school friends, as well as Ferguson, Beckham,
Giggs, Scholes, Gary Neville and many more. This is the Class of '92 as you've never heard it before - from a player who was a class apart.
Alex Sep 05 2020 BEFORE, DURING AND AFTER MANCHESTER UNITED Alex is the most up-to-date biography of Sir Alex Ferguson-the most
decorated manager in British football history. Find out how he recovered from his brain surgery in 2018. Why he appointed David Moyes as his successor.
How livid he was when Moyes was sacked ten months later. What he thought of Louis van Gaal's tenure as Manchester United manager. What he thought of
Jose Mourinho's reign. And just how big a role he played in the appointment of Ole Gunnar Solskjaer. This book also takes a deep dive into Alex's relationship
with the Glazer family and how he views the work carried out by Ed Woodward. From nought to eighty, this is the most complete biography ever written about
Sir Alex Ferguson. ????? Eamonn Holmes (Respected broadcaster and friend of Alex Ferguson): "A portrait of a genius for anyone wanting to know what
makes Fergie tick. This is the Fergie factor explained." ????? Ken O'Doherty (World champion snooker player and friend of Alex Ferguson): "A fitting and
wonderful tribute to the greatest football manager of all time." ????? Mike McGrath (The Daily telegraph): "A terrific journey"
Theatre of Dreams: Playing, Managing and Everything in Between - My Autobiography Mar 31 2020 900 games as a player. 9 seasons and 12 trophies at
Old Trafford. 900 games as a manager. 4 promotions to the Premier League. 1 brilliant autobiography. Theatre of Dreams is Steve Bruce's riveting
autobiography. It will enthral fans of both Manchester United and English football generally with its absorbing assessment of Sir Alex Ferguson's tenure at
United, and with its insightful portraits of United greats from Bryan Robson, Peter Schmeichel, Eric Cantona and Roy Keane, to Gary Neville, Paul Scholes,
Ryan Giggs and David Beckham. Bruce was already a seasoned centre-half when Ferguson signed him for United in 1987. He spent nine seasons in
Manchester in a period that sparked the club's dominance of English football, and he has a great many fascinating things to say about that phase of his career.
Theatre of Dreams contains insights and stories galore that speak to the character, training methods and man-management techniques of Ferguson and the
culture of success he created within the football club, giving United fans an unparalleled assessment of life at Old Trafford at that time. Bruce is now a
manager with nine clubs and over 900 matches to his name. In his later chapters he provides an intriguing assessment of the changing face of football
management. He discuss topics such as scouting, training methods and facilities, salaries and contracts, transfers and the transfer window, playing styles, the
football media, fans' expectations, incessant pressure, the threat of relegation, the influx of foreign players, player power, agents, boardroom politics, and the
England team. It all adds up to one very thoughtful, stimulating and highly entertaining football memoir.
A Life in Football: My Autobiography Oct 07 2020 THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'Wrighty's characteristic honesty means his book is far more
engrossing than most bland football memoirs' Sunday Times Ian Wright, Arsenal legend, England striker and TV pundit extraordinaire, is one of the most

interesting and relevant figures in modern football. His journey from a South London council estate to national treasure is everybody's dream. From Sunday
morning football directly to Crystal Palace; from 'boring, boring Arsenal' to inside the Wenger Revolution; from Saturday afternoons on the pitch to Saturday
evenings on primetime television; from a week in prison to inspiring youth offenders, Ian will reveal all about his extraordinary life and career. Ian will also
frankly discuss how retirement affects footballers, why George Graham deserves a statue, social media, why music matters, breaking Arsenal's goal-scoring
record, racism, the unadulterated joy of playing alongside Dennis Bergkamp and, of course, what he thinks of Tottenham. Not a standard footballer's
autobiography, Ian Wright's memoir is a thoughtful and gripping insight into a Highbury Hero and one of the greatest sports stars of recent years.
One: My Autobiography Feb 08 2021 'TERRIFIC' - Daily Mail 'ONE OF THE UNDISPUTED GREATS' - Sun 'Why me? How could a boy from a
Copenhagen tower block say I want to be a champion with Manchester United and Denmark and make it happen?' Peter Schmeichel is a giant of football, who
won more Premier League titles (five) than any player in his position and captained Manchester United in the incomparable, last-gasp Treble-clinching win
over Bayern Munich in the 1999 Champions League final. 'I don't believe a better goalkeeper played the game,' Sir Alex Ferguson said. One: My
Autobiography is Schmeichel's story. In it, he takes us inside the remarkable, winning environment of a club that transformed football during the 1990s, and on
to the pitch on that crazy, breathless night in Barcelona in 1999. From Ferguson's unique gifts to Eric Cantona's unique personality, he delivers a close-up and
insightful portrait of United's golden era. However, One: My Autobiography goes way beyond the pitch. Schmeichel has an incredible family story to tell,
starting with his father, Antoni, a brilliant Polish jazz musician who battled demons and for years kept a momentous secret from those around him. And he
explores what he has been able to pass on to his own son, Kasper - himself a Premier League-winning goalkeeper and number one in the Danish national side.
Peter's life after football, seldom straightforward, is described with astonishing candour. One: My Autobiography is about football, origins, journeys and
legacy.
Managing My Life Sep 17 2021 This book is about the beginning of Sir Alex's football career, until the year 2000. 1999 was an outstanding year for Alex
Ferguson - not only did he lead Manchester United, the most glamorous club in the world, to a unique and outstanding treble triumph, but he was awarded the
highest honour for his sporting achievements; a Knighthood from the Queen. Universally respected for his tough, but caring managerial style, Ferguson is an
unusually intelligent man with a fascinating life story. Covering his tough Govan upbringing through to his playing days and onto his shift into management,
Managing My Life is told with the fine balance of biting controversy and human sensitivity which made it such an unprecedented success in hardback. Alex
Ferguson is a legend in his lifetime.
Cristiano Ronaldo Jul 24 2019 The definitive biography of Cristiano Ronaldo, named Football Book of the Year at the Cross Sports Book Awards 2016 Fully
updated to include the 2017-18 season and Ronaldo's transfer to Juventus Cristiano Ronaldo is one of the greatest footballers of all time, a dream he pursued
from the age of just twelve when he left his humble origins on Madeira behind. It wasn't long before he had the biggest clubs in Europe knocking on his door,
but it was Manchester United who won the race for his signature. Under the tutelage of Sir Alex Ferguson, Ronaldo developed into the complete footballer and
athlete, winning three league titles and a Champions League along the way. He then became the biggest galáctico of them all when he transferred to Real
Madrid for a record-breaking fee. Unprecedented success in the Champions League and a record-equalling five Ballons d'Or followed, before his sensational
move to Juventus in the summer of 2018. Guillem Balagué, respected football journalist and expert on the Spanish game, provides the definitive account of a
twenty-first-century footballing icon.
Walking in a Fergie Wonderland Nov 19 2021 Frank Worrall is a journalist who writes regularly for the Sunday Times and the Sun. He is also the author of
number one bestseller Roy Keane: Red Man Walking, and countless football books including Rooney: Wayne's World, Giggsy and The Magnificent Sevens.
For Club and Country May 26 2022 The 1997-98 season saw the Neville brothers push for honours with Manchester United and England, in the Premiership,
Champions League and World Cup. For Club and Country tells the story of their season.'
Savage! Mar 24 2022 Robbie Savage could have been just another Manchester United reject. Instead, he used the Old Trafford scrapheap as a springboard to
become one of the most instantly recognisable footballers in the Premier League, despite being told by Sir Alex Ferguson he was not good enough to stay in
the class of '92 alongside David Beckham, Paul Scholes, Ryan Giggs, Nicky Butt and Gary Neville. For the last 16 years, Savage has carved out a reputation as
a hard man and wind-up merchant with an unerring ability to grab a headline. From deliberately getting Tottenham's Justin Edinburgh sent off in a Wembley
Cup final to the 'Jobbiegate' row with referee Graham Poll and the bust-ups with John Toshack, Rio Ferdinand, Graeme Souness and Paul Jewell, the list is
endless. Yet numerous footballing legends will testify to the skill of the midfielder, who has starred for Crewe, Leicester, Birmingham, Blackburn and Derby
and won 39 international caps for Wales. Behind the long blond hair, the Armani tattoo and the flamboyant cars, Savage has always been the heartbeat of his
team. Savage! provides a unique insight into the extraordinary life of an elite sportsman, a colourful character and loving family man. Love him or loathe him,
Robbie Savage's story is a remarkable one.
Keith Gillespie: How Not to be a Football Millionaire May 14 2021 Keith Gillespie is renowned as a footballer who liked a bet. And lost a lot. One afternoon
he added up how much he had gambled away during the course of his professional career. It made for uncomfortable reading. This is his story.
Totally Frank: The Autobiography of Frank Lampard Sep 25 2019 Chelsea and England footballer Frank Lampard charts his life story from childhood to
young West Ham apprentice to multi-millionaire world footballing celebrity and lynchpin of the national team. Includes a full account of the 2005/06 season
and the 2006 World Cup finals in Germany.
The Unique Treble Jun 02 2020 In 1999 Manchester United achieved the unthinkable - they won the FA Carling Premiership, the FA Cup and the European
Champions League. The excitement generated was heightened by the intensity and drama of matches such as their 4-2 comeback over Juventus and their lastminute victory over Bayern Munich in the Champion's League final.
The Autobiography Oct 26 2019 The long-awaited autobiography of the legendary hurler Henry Shefflin In an era when Kilkenny established itself as the
dominant force in hurling, one man stood out from a remarkable group of players: Henry Shefflin. Now widely regarded as the greatest player of all time,
Shefflin has more All-Stars, Hurler of the Year awards and All-Ireland medals than any other hurler. But beneath the surface image of calm efficiency and
effortless genius, his hurling life has included its share of bitter disappointments, agonizing injuries and intense rivalries. Now, in what will be an essential
read, Shefflin tells his own story. 'The greatest player of this, or perhaps any, generation' Sean Moran, Irish Times 'There is a compelling story in a young
man's rise from the rural middle class of south Kilkenny to being one of our finest sportsmen. He became much more than a hurler ... This memoir is cast in its
author's likeness, honest but tactful, direct without being brusque' Irish Examiner
Robbo - My Autobiography Mar 12 2021 Bryan Robson is widely remembered as a fearless and inspirational player and captain, both for club and country,
whose presence lifted team-mates and intimidated opponents. At his peak, he was acknowledged as the most complete midfield player in the country, and
played at the highest level despite a series of devastating injuries. He began his playing career at West Bromwich Albion, then moved to Manchester United in
1981 for a then record British transfer fee of £1.5 million. He soon became captain, and enjoyed regular Cup success, eventually winning the Championship.
He also won 90 caps for England, 65 of them as captain. His autobiography reveals a fascinating insight into his days with the England and United camps and
characters such as Paul Gascoigne, Gary Lineker, Roy Keane and Alex Ferguson. He puts the record straight on the 'drink culture' that Ferguson sought to
stamp out at United, and describes his pain when he discovered he was surplus to the manager's requirements. He candidly reflects on the highs and lows of his
football life, and discusses incidents on the pitch as well as some of the clashes that have happened behind the scenes.
The Second Half Oct 19 2021 'A masterpiece ... thoughtful and self-mocking, insightful and funny' THE TIMES 'He's scarily extreme, dangerously
provocative, oxy-acetylene forthright ... and hugely entertaining' SCOTLAND ON SUNDAY 'Searingly honest' THE SUN 'A thoroughly entertaining
rampage' Matt Dickinson, THE TIMES BOOKS OF THE YEAR No. 1 bestselling memoir of Roy Keane, former captain of Manchester United and Ireland co-written with Man Booker Prize-winner Roddy Doyle. In a stunning collaboration with Booker Prize-winning author Roddy Doyle, Roy Keane gives a
brutally honest account of his last days as a player, the highs and lows of his managerial career, and his life as an outspoken ITV pundit. 'Roy Keane's book is a
masterpiece . . . It may well be the finest, most incisive deconstruction of football management that the game has ever produced' Mail on Sunday 'A genuine
pleasure . . . His thoughts on his players are humane, interesting, candid and never less than believable' The Times 'The best things are the small things:
regretting joining Ipswich when he discovered the training kit was blue; refusing to sign Robbie Savage because his answerphone message was rubbish; being
appalled that his side had listened to an Abba song before playing football' Evening Standard 'The book is brilliantly constructed, rattling along at breakneck
speed . . . full of self-deprecation . . . a ruthless self-examination' Daily Telegraph
King Eric Cantona Feb 29 2020

Mind Games: The Ups and Downs of Life and Football Aug 24 2019 In this unique book, one of football’s greatest cult players reflects on the travails of
the sport and draws upon his own experience to offer an honest assessment on one of its final remaining taboos: mental health.
ALEX FERGUSON My Autobiography Jan 10 2021 Sir Alex Ferguson's compelling story is always honest and revealing he reflects on his managerial career
that embraced unprecedented European success for Aberdeen and 26 triumphant seasons with Manchester United. Sir Alex Ferguson's best-selling
autobiography has now been updated to offer reflections on events at Manchester United since his retirement as well as his teachings at the Harvard Business
School, a night at the Oscars and a boat tour round the Hebrides, where he passed unrecognised. The extra material adds fresh insights and detail on his final
years as United's manager. Both the psychology of management and the detail of football strategy at the top level can be complex matters but no-one has
explained them in a more interesting and accessible way for the general reader than Sir Alex does here. MY AUTOBIOGRAPHY is revealing, endlessly
entertaining and above all inspirational.
The People's Game Jul 16 2021 *AVAILABLE FOR PRE-ORDER NOW* 'Gary Neville usually talks a lot of sense, and writes it too . . . Neville's words are
timely.' Henry Winter, The Times 'Brilliant.' Mail on Sunday __________ The beautiful game is under threat. The greed and selfishness of the biggest clubs is
harming the sport, with smaller clubs struggling for financial survival and supporters being left behind. It's time to fix football. __________ Football is the
people's game. A sport accessible to everyone and enjoyed by millions around the world. But football is broken. Beneath the glamourous sheen of the Premier
League, it's a game that's rusting and rotten. The growing influence and wealth of the biggest teams is harming the game, leaving fans out of pocket and
smaller clubs clinging to survival. The European Super League, which looked to eradicate competition in favour of guaranteed profits, was just the beginning.
This isn't what football is about. Something's got to change. Enough is enough. Gary Neville has had a front-row seat in football for over 30 years, witnessing
the sport at every level - as a player, a coach, a pundit and an owner. Most of all, he's a fan. Shocked by the state of the game, Gary looks to find out how we
got into this mess, who's responsible, and what we can do about it. The People's Game is Gary's vision for a brighter future. Drawing on interviews with those
at the epicentre of the sport's biggest issues - from the role of ownership to the lack of funding in the football league, the rise in racism, ownership models and
the future of the women's game - he explains how football has sleepwalked into this mess and offers a new path forward. With stories from his own playing
career, as well as insight into some of the biggest footballing decisions in recent history, this is a total look at the game today. This is a passionate, personal and
critical account of how football lost its soul, and what we can do to get it back. __________
Michael Carrick: Between the Lines Feb 20 2022 'The whistle blows and I set off for the one kick I know will stay with me for the rest of my life, maybe even
define my life...' Michael Carrick was the heartbeat of Manchester United. For more than a decade he was the player that made them tick. Loved by his
managers, lauded by his fellow professionals, worshipped by the Old Trafford faithful, yet regularly misunderstood by the wider public, Carrick was a player
like no other. Intelligent, calm, thoughtful - in many ways the opposite of the archetypal English midfielder - Carrick has always been his own man and is
typically forthright. In his book he reveals what it's really like to win relentlessly under legendary manager Sir Alex Ferguson, shows us the hidden secrets of
the famous Carrington training ground, invites us to experience the camaraderie and clashes inside the United dressing room, and lets us feels what it's like to
walk out on the Old Trafford pitch alongside some of the biggest names in the game - from Ronaldo to Scholes to Giggs, Rooney and the rest. A deeply
personal book, Between the Lines reveals for the first time Michael's battles with mental health, his struggles with the national side, as well as the redemption
he has found with his family and his team. From growing up in the north-east to winning the Champions League and five Premier League titles with
Manchester United, via West Ham and Tottenham, Carrick's story reveals him to be his own man: fearless, thoughtful, intelligent and honest. *All of Michael
Carrick's proceeds from the sale of the book will be donated to the Michael Carrick Foundation, dedicated to providing financial support to community
services that will give underprivileged children living in the North and North East better opportunities so that they feel safe, valued and inspired.*
Scholes Apr 24 2022 Paul Scholes is one of the most revered footballers of the modern era, both at home and internationally. A one-club player, he has served
Manchester United for more than sixteen years, making over 600 appearances in that time -- the fourth highest number of appearances by any player for the
club. He also represented the England national team for seven years, winning 66 caps including two World Cup and two European Cup campaigns. Throughout
this time, Scholes has always played a decisive role in his teams' fortunes. As well as the technical brilliance that makes Paul Scholes such a breathtaking
player to watch it is the determination and integrity which he demonstrates both on and off the pitch that means he is a fascination to fans of the sport. In an
age of overpaid, workaday players, Scholes has become an icon of professionalism and club loyalty, admired by fans everywhere. Now in this book for the first
time Paul Scholes shares his story: from his beginnings at United under the tutelage of Sir Alex Ferguson as part of the 'golden' youth team, to the treblewinning season and twice capturing European Cup glory, the importance of family and friends in keeping his feet on the ground, as well as his many triumphs
and tribulations with England. This is without question the sports book of 2011, from a player as popular and as revered as any in the game today.
Class of 92: Out of Our League Jun 26 2022 As modern football legends, the Class of 92 need no introduction. Class of 92: Out of Their League, however,
opens a dramatic new chapter in the story of former Manchester United greats Gary and Phil Neville, Paul Scholes, Ryan Giggs and Nicky Butt, as they take
on a new role in each of their lives: owners of semi-professional club Salford City FC. An enthralling, in-depth account of Salford's first two years under new
ownership, Class of 92: Out of Their League combines first-hand accounts from Gary, Phil, Paul, Ryan and Nicky as they try to turn round the club's fortunes,
along with a wider story of tremendous athletic and human drama. Featuring colourful characters like managers Anthony Johnson and Bernard Morley, star
players, club chairman Karen Baird, lifelong fans, and more, this is a story told with real authenticity and grit. Accompanying the second series of the hugely
popular BBC series, Class of 92: Out of Their League is both a testament to the best of modern football and a brilliant reminder, in an era when fans are
threatening walkouts over rising ticket prices, of what football is really all about.
You Can't Win Anything With Kids Aug 17 2021 An entertaining and effervescent history of the English Premier League told through the words and
quotations of its players, managers, their contemporaries, and the media. From Alan Hansen's infamous “You can't win anything with kids,” and Roy Keane's
“prawn sandwich” rant to Kevin Keegan's “I will love it if we beat them...” meltdown, and Sir Alex Ferguson's famous “[It's] squeaky bum time,” this stylish
gift book captures the highs and lows as well the fun and theatre of 24 seasons of the Premier League. Published to mark the 25th anniversary of Premier
League's formation and produced in association with the National Football Museum, the world's leading soccer museum, this chronological compilation brings
together the very best quotes, comments, and soundbites to tell the story of each Premier League season, as well as a host of famous moments, in a unique and
fantastically absorbing way.
Paddy Crerand: Never Turn the Other Cheek Jul 04 2020 Paddy Crerand's eagerly-awaited autobiography recounts the previously untold story of one of postwar football's fieriest characters. As a defensive midfielder, famed for his tough tackling, for Scotland, Celtic and Manchester United from 1957 to 1972, he
was the Roy Keane of his day and this book holds nothing back on or off the field.
Keane Jul 28 2022
Red: My Autobiography Oct 31 2022 No player has been more synonymous with the glory years of Manchester United Football Club over the past two
decades than right-back Gary Neville. An Old Trafford regular since he attended his first match at the age of six, captain of the brilliant 1992 FA Youth Cupwinning team that became known as 'Fergie's Fledglings', outspoken representative of MUFC, Neville is the ultimate one-club man. He has been at the heart of
it all and, at the end of an amazing career, is now ready to tell it all. Authoritative, insightful, fearless and never less than 100% honest, no-one has better
credentials for documenting the story of United under Sir Alex Ferguson. Neville reveals the behind-the-scenes secrets of his early days with the likes of
Giggs, Scholes and his best mate David Beckham; what it was like to play with Cantona, Keane and Ronaldo; the Treble in 1999; and of course an entire
career of playing for the greatest manager in the game. Then there are all his experiences with England, from being the youngest starter at Euro 96 when
football came home, to the ups and downs of five major championships and seven managers - Venables, Hoddle, Wilkinson, Keegan, Eriksson, McClaren and
Capello. There are opinions and analysis on Gazza, Rooney, WAGs and the true story of the FA and Rio Ferdinand. For twenty glorious years, Gary Neville
has worn his heart on his sleeve. This is his story.
#2Sides Aug 05 2020 Rio Ferdinand is one of the finest footballers of his generation - a born winner and one of the game's greatest stoppers. Full of
outstanding stories and forthright opinions, #2Sides sees Rio reflect on his unique rise to the top of the game: - Cutting his teeth in the West Ham youth teams
and becoming captain of Leeds United at the age of 22 - His record-breaking transfer to Manchester United that made him one of the most revered centrebacks in world football - On life under Sir Alex Ferguson and how winning became a habit - Why David Moyes failed as Manchester United manager - On
Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel Messi and why Paul Scholes is the greatest player ever to grace the Premier League With a Foreword by Harry Redknapp, #2Sides is
a superb retrospective from one of the most outspoken voices of England's golden generation.

Pogba Jun 14 2021 When Manchester United re-signed their former youth player Paul Pogba for a world record fee in the summer of 2016, they made a
powerful statement. Together with the signing of Zlatan Ibrahimovi?. It signalled their determination to attract the best players in the world to Old Trafford,
despite three seasons of underachievement. In the four years since he had left the Reds, Pogba had blossomed into a midfielder of undoubted world class, his
power and dynamism propelling Juventus to a host of club titles and the French national team to within a whisker of winning Euro 2016. With exclusive
insights from those closest to the player, Luca Caioli’s Pogba is an in-depth portrait of one of modern football’s greatest talents.
Neville Chamberlain Jan 22 2022 History has not looked kindly upon Neville Chamberlain. Despite a long and distinguished political career, his trip to
Munich in 1938 and the 'appeasement' of Hitler have forever overshadowed his many other achievements and blighted his reputation, his name now
synonymous with the futility of trying to reason with dictators and bullies. Yet, as this biography shows, there is much more to this complex and intriguing
character than is generally supposed, and even the infamous events of 1938 are open to more charitable interpretations than is usually the case. Appeasement
brought the British government crucial time in which to rearm, and in particular allowed the RAF to drastically increase the number of fighter aircraft it could
muster for the Battle of Britain during the summer of 1940. Based on the study of over 150 collections of private papers on both sides of the Atlantic, as well
as exhaustive exploration of British government records held in the National Archives, it is no exaggeration to say that the author has surveyed virtually all the
existing archival material written by or to Chamberlain, as well as a high proportion of that referring to him. As such, this volume will no doubt establish itself
as the definitive account of Chamberlain's life and career, and provide a much fuller and fairer picture of his actions than has hitherto been the case.
Red Aug 29 2022 Sports.
Big Sam: My Autobiography Jan 28 2020 Football fans will love this insight into the life and mind of Big Sam. With nearly 20 years as a player - plus almost
25 years as a coach and manager - under his belt, Sam Allardyce is one of the most recognisable figures in British football. 'Big Sam' has been a robust
defensive general throughout the seventies and eighties, and an imposing touchline presence as a gaffer since 1994. Over the last four decades, Allardyce has
seen it all. The game he so loves is radically different to that in which he made his debut back in 1973, and in telling his wonderfully colourful story for the
very first time, Allardyce talks intriguingly about the changing face of players and managers. His autobiography positively crackles with characteristic insight,
honesty and hard-hitting opinions.
Always Managing Dec 09 2020 "From kicking a ball as a kid under the street lamps of Poplar and standing on Highbury's North Bank with my dad, to my first
game at West Ham, I was born head over heels in love with football. It saved me, and 50 years on that hasn't changed one bit--I'd be lost without it." Harry is
the manager who has seen it all--from a dismal 1970s Portakabin at Oxford City and training pitches with trees in the middle to the unbeatable highs of the
Premiership, lifting the FA Cup and taking on Real Madrid in the Champions League. With his much loved, no-nonsense delivery, Harry brings us a story
filled with passion and humor that takes you right inside every drama of his career. Harry finally tells the full story of all the controversial ups and downs--the
pain and heartache of his court case, the England job, his love for Bobby Moore, his adventures at Portsmouth with Milan Mandaric, the Southampton debacle,
Tottenham and Daniel Levy, and not forgetting his years at West Ham or the challenges at his current club, QPR. It's the epic journey of one of the great
managers and, along the way, the story of the British game itself over the last five decades. In an era now dominated by foreign coaches, Harry is the last of an
old-fashioned breed of English football man--one who has managed to move with the times and always come out fighting.
I Love This Game Nov 27 2019 'Excellent and compellingly honest' Alyson Rudd, The Times In I Love This Game, the long-awaited autobiography of
Patrice Evra, the former Manchester United and France star looks back on a remarkable life and career. Having played alongside some of the club's greatest
legends, such as Ryan Giggs, Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Paul Scholes, in one of United's most successful eras, Evra has now found a new role as
an in-demand pundit and social media star. But, as he reveals in this frank, often shocking, but always compelling memoir, beneath the surface things were not
so simple, and he had to fight all the way to get to the top. Initially, it was football that saved him from being sucked into the gang culture of his tough
neighbourhood of Les Ulis in the suburbs of Paris. Then, once he achieved his dream of becoming a professional, he had to deal with racism and a notorious
dispute with Luis Suarez; he also became a central figure in the infamous ‘strike’ by the France national team in the 2010 World Cup; and there was the
moment he launched an attack against a Marseille fan while warming up. ‘I Love This Game’ has become Evra’s catchphrase. Throughout this wonderful
book, his passion for his sport shines through and there are revealing and entertaining behind-the-scenes insights about the players and managers he’s worked
with, from Sir Alex Ferguson to Paul Pogba, who knows him as Uncle Pat. With infectious enthusiasm and sharp observation, Evra takes the reader where few
football autobiographies dare to tread.
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